
 

Abstract—The paper deals with a new control method of three 

phase rectifier operating under simultaneous grid voltage 

imbalance and harmonics. The proposed method uses virtual 

electromagnetic torque, which is calculated on basis of converter 

current and virtual flux of the power grid. Direct calculation of 

reference alpha/beta components of current vector does not 

require any synchronization procedure or grid voltage/virtual 

flux orientation of the reference frame. On the other hand, the 

proposed control is still as simple in implementation as other 

vector control methods, such as voltage oriented control or 

virtual flux oriented control. The introduced variable (virtual 

torque) allows to calculate reference current vector components 

in alpha/beta frame without symmetrical components 

decomposition. The current vector obtained using the proposed 

control method has the same asymmetry factor as unbalanced 

grid voltage. It means that the rectifier is seen by the grid as a 

resistive load with the same resistance in each phase. For the grid 

it is preferable target, because the phase with the highest voltage 

is loaded most, while the other phases are less loaded. Converter 

power can be increased by progressive balancing of three phase 

converter current keeping the phase current limit. 

Index Terms—AC-DC power conversion, current control, 

current limiters, torque control. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

NBALANCED grid operation of power converters (Fig. 1) 

is currently strongly investigated in publications on 

power electronic grid interfaces. Simultaneously, the grid 

harmonics have strong influence on power quality of grid 

converters and the problem becomes significant due to 

increasing amount of higher harmonics consumed by 

nonlinear loads. Initially, grid imbalance and harmonics have 

not been taken into consideration in grid converter control 

methods. Firstly, there were used hysteresis controllers of 

converter current [1][2] or instantaneous power components 

(DPC) [3][4] due to simple implementation in analog 

technology. Later, converter current control (vector control) 

[5][6] or instantaneous power components control (DPC-

SVM) with digitally implemented linear regulators were used. 

The orientation of reference frame along grid voltage vector 

makes a problem of determination of reference frame rotation 

angle. Grid voltage harmonics produce transformation angle 

oscillations, which implicate converter current distortions. 
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the analyzed three-phase three-wire active rectifier 

connected to unbalanced grid. 

 

In order to obtain sinusoidal balanced current under grid 

voltage harmonics, some improvements have been proposed, 

mainly phase locked loops PLL, or virtual flux orientation 

[7][8] to find the phase angle of fundamental frequency 

component. Seeing that the PLL can be used to find the 

position of positive sequence vector component, content of the 

positive and negative sequences in virtual flux is the same as 

in the grid voltage, based on which the virtual flux is 

calculated. Thus, the angle of virtual flux vector cannot be 

used directly as the dq reference frame rotation angle, without 

prior determination of positive sequence component of virtual 

flux vector. Modifications of the classic current and power 

control methods dedicated to operation with unbalanced grid 

assume usually symmetrical converter current target. This 

target can be reached without the sequence decomposition, but 

in many papers it has been proposed [9]-[11] as the first 

solution. Symmetrical currents can be obtained by fixing d and 

q components of reference current vector and simultaneously 

using proportional-integral-resonant controllers in reference 

frame oriented with the positive sequence of voltage (or 

virtual flux) vector. Current limitation can be obtained by 

limitation of the vector length, which is fixed independently of 

the voltage asymmetry in this target. In [12][14] it has been 

proposed to impose unity power factor in each phase with 

simultaneous current imbalance corresponded to the grid 

voltage imbalance. In this case, methods of converter phase 

current limitation that have been developed are based on the 

separate determination of reference converter current 

symmetrical components [15][16]. 

There are proposed in the literature other strategies for 

rectifiers operating with unbalanced grid. One of them is to 

keep constant p component of power to remove DC voltage 
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oscillations. In order to reach sinusoidal converter current an 

adequate q power component oscillations have be determined 

and referenced. However, this method makes the current 

hodograph 90 degrees rotated in relation to the grid voltage 

hodograph. It means that a phase with lowest voltage is loaded 

most, and from the grid point of view it is unwanted rectifier 

target. The other strategy, which is considered in publications, 

is to obtain current imbalance corresponding to the grid 

voltage imbalance [14]-[20]. This target does not deepen the 

voltage asymmetry, because the phase with higher voltage is 

more loaded than others. However, in such a case the problem 

of current limitation have to be solved in another way, because 

current vector length is no longer fixed. 

In [21] the virtual flux vector components are assigned in a 

standard way by voltage integration, but later the equations for 

power components determination (numbered (4)(5) in the 

cited paper), based on the flux vector components are taken 

from [7]. These equations are valid only for symmetrical 

sinusoidal voltage. It is assumed that  components of virtual 

flux vector are the  components of voltage vector scaled by 

grid voltage pulsation. It is not true for asymmetrical voltage, 

because  components of voltage vector have different 

amplitudes or/and different than /2 phase shift. The method 

of reference frame orientation can be used for the voltage 

distorted by harmonics (it has been proved in [7]), but not for 

the asymmetry. Finally, in the paper, to achieve satisfactory 

results, there is used PLL structure to assign orientation of 

positive sequence component of virtual flux. However in this 

frame, the power calculated by presented equations does not 

represent the Akagi’s power, but another variable which is 

constant for symmetrical virtual flux and for symmetrical 

current, which is a wanted target in this paper. The cited paper 

is an example that the classic virtual flux method without PLL 

does not provide satisfactory results. On the other hand, when 

PLL structure is applied, it can be obtained the same on the 

basis of the voltage vector without using virtual flux 

calculation. 

In [22] the Authors want to achieve unity power factor in 

each phase through elimination of instantaneous power p 

component oscillations (constant p component of power 

defined by Akagi), but at the same time they want zero phase 

shift between converter current and grid voltage in each phase. 

This cannot be achieved simultaneously, because zero phase 

shift between current and voltage can be achieved only for 

pure resistive load (it means active rectifier is seen by the grid 

as a resistor) and only for this case, the condition is met. Then, 

the q component of instantaneous power is zero, but the p 

component responsible for energy transfer oscillates due to the 

voltage and current imbalance. Constant p and oscillating q 

component of power causes opposite orientation of 

unbalanced current vector hodograph to the unbalanced grid 

voltage vector hodograph, but in this case there is a phase shift 

between current and voltage in at least two phases. It cannot 

be obtained with a resistive load. Obtained phase shift 

between current and voltage in each phase is close to zero, 

what results from the relatively low voltage asymmetry and 

the measurement of voltage in relation to the source neutral 

point, instead of virtual neutral point. In such a case the 

measured voltage contains zero sequence and indicated phase 

shift between current and voltage is lower than it is in relation 

to the voltage seen by the converter (without zero sequence 

component).. It has to be noted that presented target, which is 

constant p component of instantaneous power and sinusoidal 

(although unbalanced) converter current, is achieved. The only 

inconsistency is that Authors treat this target as operation with 

unity power factor and zero phase shift between current and 

voltage, what is not true. However, for the presented indirect 

matrix converter the character of the load side p component of 

instantaneous power and grid side p component of 

instantaneous power will be the same.. Thus, other target than 

presented in the paper cannot be achieved in the proposed 

topology for symmetrical load and constant output (load side) 

p component of power. Additionally any p power oscillations 

produced during nonlinear load supply will be transferred to 

the grid independently of grid voltage symmetry or 

asymmetry. This is one of drawbacks of all power converter 

topologies without intermediate DC bus. 

Constant p component of instantaneous power at grid 

voltage imbalance has been proposed for Vienna Rectifier for 

elimination of oscillations of DC voltage used directly for load 

supply [23]. This target is beneficial for the load sensitive on 

the voltage variations, but it is not beneficial for the grid at 

rectifier mode operation of the grid converter. In opposition to 

the cited paper, in the following paper it is proposed 

orientation of the current vector hodograph corresponding to 

the orientation to the voltage vector hodograph as the basic 

target for rectifier mode operation, which is beneficial for the 

grid, whereas not all types of load supplied from active 

rectifier  are sensitive to the DC voltage oscillations. In the 

cited paper, the Authors do not propose the current balancing 

in the case, in which lack of energy occurs in DC link, but 

they set the current limit at the level giving the maximum 

length of the current vector equals to the maximum length of 

vector for circular hodograph representing symmetrical 

current. In the case of unbalanced current it does not provide 

true limitation of phase current as well as maximum power 

transfer. 

The papers [24] and [25] are about similar control strategy 

of constant p and q components of instantaneous power, 

wherein the q component of power is calculated according to 

modified instantaneous power theory by Kawabata, that means 

as the dot product with the use of unbalanced grid voltage 

vector  components shifted by 90 degrees. The q 

component calculated this way is constant only for this target 

(opposite hodograph of unbalanced current vector in relation 

to the unbalanced voltage vector). In rectifier it is unwanted 

target for the grid, because the phase with lower voltage is 

loaded more, whereas rectifier mode is described in both cited 

papers. In the paper with switching table, one of the 

simulation results shows oscillograms with unbalanced 

voltage and simultaneous harmonics content. Applied 

harmonics in the grid voltage have significant influence on the 

actual power components, what needs the current harmonics 

for compensation of power oscillations caused by grid voltage 

harmonics. In the following paper to avoid current harmonics 

in the case of distorted grid voltage, it is proposed a band-pass 

filtration of measured grid voltage before calculation of 

reference current signals. In both papers, there are not 

presented DC link voltage waveforms or transient states. 
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Arbitrarily referenced step of p power component suggests, in 

opposition to presented schemes, that there was not applied 

DC link voltage controller in outer loop in both simulation and 

experimental tests.. However, for the proposed target, the 

proposed DC link voltage regulation structure may work, 

because constant p does not produce DC link voltage 

oscillations, but for other targets with oscillating p power, the 

DC link voltage oscillates. Thus, it requires filtration of 

measured DC voltage signal by additional band-stop filters for 

100Hz and optionally for higher frequencies. In both papers 

[24][25], the current limitation problem is not taken into 

consideration, and regulation without intermediate current 

calculation is difficult in realization for power components.  

In [26] Authors propose independent controllers for 

positive and negative sequence components in a respective 

coordinate frames with the use of PI regulators. There is 

analyzed only basic target which is symmetrical current, for 

which the current limitation is quite trivial, because it 

concerns only the issue of current vector length limitation for 

circular hodograph. Authors analyze only one target with 

elimination of negative sequence component or negative and 

zero sequence in some specific case. The used control is 

known from earlier publications and called a double 

synchronous reference frame control. The use of PI controllers 

for 50Hz zero sequence compensation does not always 

provide expected results. The current components controlled 

in dq frame are poorly stabilized when zero sequence 

component occurs, what can be observed in Fig. 9 in the cited 

paper. In the transient state a significant over-current is 

observed at initial state. There is some inconsistency, because 

the current oscillations do not produce power oscillations. 

Equations numbered (16a)(16b) in the cited paper, presents 

average values P1 and Q1 and not P and Q respectively. Even 

for lack of negative and zero sequence components of 

controlled current, there are not taken into consideration 

instantaneous power oscillations caused by negative sequence 

voltage and positive sequence current, while the symmetrical 

current and unbalanced voltage produce the p and q power 

oscillations. 

All main possible targets for grid converter, that means 

current asymmetry opposite to the voltage asymmetry, current 

asymmetry in accordance to the voltage asymmetry, and 

symmetrical current, have been analyzed in [27]. Due to the 

control of power components with additional compensation 

terms there are not applied current limitations. Authors show 

the possibility of selected compensation of power or current 

oscillations, but the selected target is chosen arbitrarily 

without any superior criteria for the target change. Some 

algorithms for control parameters selection in each individual 

target have been proposed, but the targets are selected 

arbitrarily and they are treated as separate issues. The paper is 

focused on the inverter operation, and the DC link is supplied 

from battery, so the DC link voltage controller has not been 

applied. However even for such a case, the transients caused 

by step change of reference p or q component of instantaneous 

power should be presented to evaluate the control method 

properties. 

Constant p power component and sinusoidal unbalanced 

current target is justified and beneficial for inverter mode 

operations in the power generating systems, because the phase 

with lower voltage is supported by higher current [28]. 

However, analysis of current limitation is not completely 

correct, because limitation of the maximal vector length to the 

value of radius of maximum current circular hodograph does 

not provide true phase current limitation at current imbalance 

in all cases. It is confirmed by the Figure 14a from the cited 

paper which shows simulation results, that during 

asymmetrical voltage sag, the current in every phase does not 

reach the limit, reached before the sag, whereas the case is 

described as current limitation. Current waveforms, as well as 

the step response on reference signals or load change have not 

been shown in the experimental tests. 

The paper [29] describes operations of four-leg converter 

able to control zero sequence component in the four-wire grid 

for energy generation. However, assuming elimination of zero 

sequence current in four-wire system, even in the case of zero 

sequence voltage presence, casts doubt on the sense of using 

four-wire system for power converter based energy source. 

The same can be naturally achieved in the three-wire system 

topology, where the zero sequence cannot flow without 

additional control structures dedicated to zero sequence 

management. Although the targets related to the content of 

positive and negative sequence have been achieved, the 

current contains huge amount of higher harmonics. The 

interesting point of the paper is introduction of a factor 

allowing flexible targets change and reaching intermediary 

states. However, the DC voltage oscillations not necessarily 

should be the main criteria of the factor assignment in most 

cases, but the phase currents values and operation mode 

(inverter or rectifier) should be. The issue of current limitation 

has not been analyzed in the paper [29]. 

Reference vector components, independently of positive 

and negative sequence current, but depending on the required 

target (constant p component, constant q component, 

symmetrical current), have been introduced in [30]. Authors 

refer to the earlier publications in which only p component 

oscillations cancellation target was described and they 

proposed other targets described as new. However, described 

the other targets had been known in previous publications, and 

the Authors were not first. Presented experimental results for 

all targets are unsatisfactory from the point of view of current 

harmonics content. High harmonics occur even for 

symmetrical grid voltage, what means, that there is some 

fundamental error in either the equations or their 

implementation. It is difficult to find this error out, because 

only reference signal calculation has been described 

thoroughly, whereas the used method of signals 

decomposition and used internal control structure of positive 

and negative sequence current are neglected in the description. 

The experiment made on the power converter with 24V in the 

DC link and 4.9mH of filter inductance should provide the 

results which do not rise significant doubts. Due to the use of 

battery in the DC link, there is lack of DC voltage controller 

and its operation during transients like step response on the 

reference power change in the inverter mode, or step response 

on the load change in the rectifier mode. The used 27mH filter 

inductor for 300kW simulated inverter is unacceptable in 

practice. 

In the case of independent control of positive and negative 

sequence components of converter current, the obtained 
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current quality depends not only on correct reference signals 

assignment, but on the current control structure, and on the 

decomposition of measured current into positive and negative 

sequences as well as the filters used for this purpose. In [31] 

there is shown an example of independent reference and 

control of current positive and negative sequences. The paper 

is about current control and shows the results of arbitrarily 

referenced positive and negative sequences of converter 

current without any superior power management and without 

DC voltage controller. Authors propose some modifications of 

double synchronous reference frame DSRF control by 

introduction of some decoupling structure between positive 

and negative sequence to reduce the mutual influence between 

the symmetrical components. Authors compare their proposal 

with a very basic structure known from previous publications, 

but since the time of publishing this old structure, there have 

been proposed lots of modifications, which have not been 

compared and discussed in the paper. Finally, the quality of 

current obtained by modified DSRF is average and better 

results were obtained in the papers describing other 

modifications of DSRF control of converter current. 

II. CONVERTER CURRENT LIMITATION AT GRID VOLTAGE 

ASYMMETRY 

A. Limitation of balanced sinusoidal converter current 

The reference calculation of constant d component of 

current vector can be made by PI controller of DC link 

voltage. It is required simultaneous filtration of 100Hz and 

300Hz oscillations of actual DC link voltage oscillations 

caused by negative sequence and dominating (5th and 7th) grid 

voltage high harmonics. In case of high amount of harmonics 

other than 5th and 7th, it can be used low-pass filter LPF, with 

e.g. 150Hz of cut-off frequency (Fig. 2), instead of 300Hz 

band-bass filter. Reference q component of current vector 

(responsible for reactive power) can be set arbitrarily at zero, 

as it is usually done in active rectifiers. Then, the current 

limitation is made together with anti-windup of PI controller 

of DC link voltage. However, there is an option in this control 

structure to introduce control of average value of q 

instantaneous power component. The controller responsible 

for q power component regulation references iq
* component of 

current. Reference vector length limitation is made in polar 

coordinates. This simple limit is applicable only to the 

balanced sinusoidal current strategy. When the limited length 

|i|limit* is higher than originally referenced length |i|*, some 

normalized factor is introduced to reduce the reference q 

component of current. This way the priority for active power 

is kept when the reference current vector length is going to 

exceed the limit. Controllers of DC voltage and q component 

have separate anti-windup structures. 

B. Limitation of sinusoidal unbalanced phase current 

Fig. 3 presents two elliptical current hodographs. One 

(Fig. 3a) represents current asymmetry for the maximum 

vector length |i|max, which does not exceed the radius of 

circular hodograph representing maximum symmetrical 

current. In this case the three phase currents ia, ib, ic are lower 

than their limits. The second hodograph (Fig. 3b) is created to 

obtain maximum elliptic area inscribed inside a hexagon. 
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Fig. 2. Control of active rectifier for symmetrical sinusoidal current target 

with optional non-zero reference reactive power (average value of q). 

 

The maximum amplitude of phase current ia, ib, ic can be 

reached at least in one phase [18]. Symmetrical grid converter 

current allows higher power transferred to the DC link than 

unbalanced current under the same conditions (the same grid 

imbalance and phase current limit). This is the reason for 

changing control targets during rectifier operation under 

variable load. Smooth changing between hodographs from 

elliptical to circular seems to be preferable. It means 

progressive balancing of the currents when at least one of the 

phase currents reaches the limit. Exemplary hodographs 

obtained this way for increasing power are shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 3. Possible hodographs of unbalanced current with different ways of 

applied current limitation giving sinusoidal phase current, a) limitation of the 

maximum vector length equals to the vector length of maximum symmetrical 

current, b) true limitation of the phase currents at least in one phase. 
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Fig. 4. Possible hodographs of unbalanced current during progressive change. 

 

The target of opposite asymmetry of current in relation to 

asymmetry of grid voltage is beneficial for the DC voltage 

oscillations cancellation, because at this target the p 

component of power (defined by Akagi) is fixed, so the energy 
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transfer from grid to the DC link is constant. However, it is 

not beneficial for the grid, because the phase with lower 

voltage is loaded more. This target is recommended for 

inverter mode of operation, because it can support more the 

grid in the phase with lower voltage. The maximum amount of 

transferred power is the same for both targets – current 

asymmetry accorded to the voltage asymmetry and current 

asymmetry opposite to the voltage asymmetry, and is lower 

than for symmetrical current target. Thus, a progressive 

balancing of current may be applied in case of the energy 

deficit in the DC link in rectifier mode of operation. 

 

C. Limitation of instantaneous value of unbalanced current 

Other methods of current limitation will be compared in this 

paper in the section with simulation and experimental results 

to show an advantage of the proposed methods of current 

limitation and progressive current balancing. The Fig. 5 shows 

the current hodographs for other methods of current limitation, 

which do not provide sinusoidal phase currents when the 

unbalanced sinusoidal current is originally referenced before 

limitation. Fig. 5a presents the case in which the current vector 

instantaneous length is cut when it originally exceeds the 

maximum value, but it is remained unchanged when it is lower 

than the limit. Finally the hodograph is piecewise circular and 

piecewise elliptic. This is reached when the adequate for 

symmetrical current classic current limitation, which is shown 

in Fig. 2, is applied to the originally referenced unbalanced 

current. The second method (Fig. 5b) limits the current vector 

when its length exceeds the hexagon. This is equivalent to the 

limitation of phase current instantaneous value, without 

consideration whether its rms value exceeds the limited rms or 

not. In both cases, if the limitation is not applied, the vector 

length exceeds both circular hodograph and hexagon, what 

results in exceeding the limit by both instantaneous and rms 

value is some phases, despite sinusoidal current in each phase. 
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(a) (b)  
Fig. 5. Possible hodographs of unbalanced current with different ways of 

current limitation giving non-sinusoidal phase current, a) limitation of the 

vector length equal to the vector length of maximum symmetrical current, 

b) limitation of the phase currents instantaneous values. 

III. CALCULATION OF THE REFERENCE CURRENT WITHOUT 

SEQUENCE DECOMPOSITION 

A. Concept of the virtual torque 

It is known the concept of the power network treated as 

virtual machine in the virtual flux oriented control method 

[7][8]. Until now, the concept of virtual machine has been 

used to change the reference frame orientation from the grid 

voltage to virtual flux. The virtual flux obtained by integration 

of grid voltage is less distorted by higher harmonics. 

The flux of virtual machine can be calculated typically in 

the same manner like in variable speed motor control with 

commonly neglected stator resistance: 

 dtugg  (1) 

In order to eliminate constant component caused by voltage 

sensors offsets and initial conditions, usually pre-filters are 

applied. However, due to nearly constant frequency of the grid 

voltage, therefore also of the virtual flux, the integration action 

can be replaced by second order low-pass filter with cut-off 

frequency equals to 50Hz, damping ratio equals 1, and gain 

2/s, which provides 90 degrees phase shift for this frequency 

and adequate amplitude of the output signal (virtual flux) at 

50Hz. The second order low-pass filter is effective and true for 

the voltage having the frequency close to the cut off frequency 

like it is in the grid, and this manner cannot be used in other 

systems like in variable speed induction motors requiring 

variable frequency of the supply voltage. Earlier, the grid 

voltage components in αβ frame are filtered by 50Hz band-

pass filters to remove high harmonics from the measured 

voltage and for reduction of integration starting point 

influence. The scheme of proposed virtual flux calculation is 

presented in Fig. 6. Fundamental harmonic grid voltage and 

virtual flux components will be further used for calculation of 

reference current components. The proposed method of virtual 

flux calculation removes the transient component of flux, but 

it is virtual flux and not real flux of the machine and for 

assumed purpose the transient component of flux is not 

needed. 
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Fig. 6. Method of grid voltage and virtual flux fundamental harmonics 

determination in  frame. 

 

The concept of virtual machine can be utilized for 

calculation of its torque, which is constant for the same 

voltage and current asymmetry factor and the same asymmetry 

character. Simultaneously, in this case the q component of 

instantaneous power, calculated according to the standard 

Akagi’s theory, is fixed. This has been found in the doubly fed 

induction machine operating with unbalanced grid [32], but in 

a grid converter structure the calculated virtual torque is only 

an auxiliary variable. 

Equations of grid connected active rectifier in  stationary 

frame are well known (2)(3) 




 gLc u
dt

di
LiRu   (2) 





 gLc u
dt

di
LiRu   (3) 

in which ug, is the grid voltage vector, i is the current vector, 

uc is the voltage vector created by the power converter, RL is 

the inductor resistance, and L is the filter inductance. 

Additional power balance converted equation is related to 

the DC link circuit (4) 
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0
dt

du
Ci

u

p dc
dcld

dc

 (4) 

where ild is the load current, and p is the component of power 

calculated by (5) with neglected losses on the filter resistance. 

  iuiup gg 
2

3
 (5) 

The virtual torque can be calculated using (6) 

   iiT ggv 
2

3
 (6) 

in which iα, iβ are converter current vector components in αβ 

coordinates, ψg, ψg – virtual flux vector components. 

B. Calculation of the reference current based on reference 

the virtual torque and q component of instantaneous power 

According to the instantaneous power theory, which is 

useful for control of power conversion systems, instantaneous 

power component q can be calculated (7): 

  iuiuq gg 
2

3
 (7) 

Based on equations (6)(7), and replacement of the actual 

variables by the reference ones, the current vector components 

can be derived as the function of reference virtual torque Tv
* 

and reference q* component of instantaneous power (8)(9). 
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It can be found in [32] dedicated to DFIG, that fixed both 

electromagnetic torque and q component of instantaneous 

stator power are associated with sinusoidal (nonetheless 

unbalanced) current with asymmetry accorded to the grid 

voltage asymmetry, that means assumed basic target for 

rectifier mode. Provided that the torque is constant, only 

constant q component causes no high harmonics of the stator 

current. The case with active rectifier is analogous. 

DC link circuit equation can be derived from (4) and (5). 
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 (10) 

Taking into account equations (8)(9), there can be derived 

dependence of DC link voltage (11) on the reference virtual 

torque Tv
* and q* component of instantaneous power. 
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 (11) 

Finally, the reference virtual torque can be derived as the 

function of required DC link voltage, but this dependence is 

influenced by load current ild treated as disturbance and 

reference q* component of instantaneous power as the 

coupling from parallel control path. It can be seen that model 

is nonlinear and to keep fixed gain of the DC link voltage 

controller, regulator output has to be normalized using a 

function dependent on the grid voltage imbalance. 
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Referencing q component of power and treating the load 

current as a disturbance, it can be created the control structure 

of DC link voltage, as it is shown in Fig. 7. Such a structure is 

able to eliminate the DC link voltage oscillations analogously 

to the fixed p component case. In fact, this is a variant of fixed 

p component reference. However, it does not allow to keep 

sinusoidal current when both p and q components of power are 

fixed. Introduction of adequate q power component pulsation 

providing sinusoidal unbalanced current does not allow to 

reach assumed target for active rectifier, which is the highest 

current in the phase with the highest voltage. 
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Fig. 7. The DC link voltage control with consideration of coupling term from 

q power component and with consideration of model gain variation 

compensation according to the grid voltage asymmetry. 

 

Simulation results of active rectifier with 1.4kW step 

unloading at 0.4s and step loading at 0.5s with simultaneous -

0.5kVA of q power during grid voltage asymmetry is 

presented in Fig. 8. The DC link voltage control structure 

giving fixed p and q power components have been applied. 

Additionally, the grid voltage is distorted by 10V of 5th and 

10V of 7th harmonics. The converter current is strongly 

nonlinear, and this is unwanted target for active rectifier. 

These results are made to show that derived model is correct, 

but finally the control must be modified to obtain sinusoidal 

currents. In order to obtain effects, that is sinusoidal phase 

current, all oscillatory components have to be removed from 

the controlled variables Tv, q, and udc. The final proposed 

control structure for virtual torque and q component of 

instantaneous power is shown in Fig. 9. The average of 

reference q component is set to zero for rectifier operation, 

therefore the decoupling from q component in this structure is 

omitted. The signal produced by DC link voltage control 

structure in Fig. 7 has oscillatory component due to additional 

term depending on the grid voltage asymmetry. Due to the 

wanted constant value of reference virtual torque Tv
* providing 

sinusoidal unbalanced converter current the nonlinear term 

behind the voltage controller is also removed. 
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Fig. 8. Simulation results of converter operating with grid voltage asymmetry and harmonics - grid voltage ug, DC voltage udc, converter current i, virtual 

torque Tv, and pq power components. 

 

This way the DC link voltage controller can be tuned as for 

symmetrical grid, for which the nonlinear term behind DC 

voltage controller from Fig. 7 equals grid voltage pulsation s. 

This means, that the output signal from PI controller is 

responsible for average of p component of power, and the PI 

controller is tuned in the same manner like in the Direct Power 

Control with Space Vector Modulation (DPC-SVM) at 

symmetrical grid. Simultaneously, the measured DC voltage is 

filtered in the same way as presented in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 10 presents the simulation results for the same 

conditions as in the simulation tests that are presented in 

Fig. 8, but with the use of the control from Fig. 9, that means 

with filtration of measured DC voltage and without nonlinear 

terms from Fig. 7 in the DC voltage control path. In this case, 

the current is sinusoidal, and its hodograph is a scaled version 

of the grid voltage hodograph created by fundamental 

frequency voltage vector components in  frame. 
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Fig. 9. The proposed method main structure of current control for sinusoidal 

unbalanced current target of active rectifier at unbalanced grid conditions 

based on virtual torque concept. 

The current harmonics content is negligible. The p power 

component oscillations contains not only 100Hz component 

related to the voltage and current asymmetry, but also 300Hz 

component related to the 5th and 7th harmonics of grid voltage. 

During unbalanced grid operation, it is not possible to deliver 

the rated power without exceeding the phase current limit. 

Sinusoidal balanced current provides higher average value of 

p power component (higher active power calculated by 

definition), so more energy can be transferred from the grid to 

DC link. Thus, there are required two additional algorithms for 

the current control method from Fig. 9. The first one is current 

limitation, and the second one is balancing of current to 

deliver more energy to the DC link when unbalanced current 

reaches maximum value at least in one phase. 

C. Progressive balancing of the converter current (smooth 

change of targets) 

The balancing of converter current can be made by 

progressive reduction (up to full elimination) of double grid 

frequency oscillations in the reference current components 

transformed to the dq frame. The damping factor  of band-

stop filter BSF responsible for reduction of double grid 

frequency pulsation is provided by external algorithm, which 

detects the moment when the converter reaches current limit. 

The bandwidth of BSF can be set on 10Hz around 100Hz to 

eliminate oscillations of dq current components even in case 

of grid frequency deviation from 50Hz. The angular speed of 

dq frame rotation should be set at expected grid voltage 

frequency s. However, it is not necessary to synchronize this 

frame with any grid variable, like voltage or virtual flux, 

because it is used only to eliminate unwanted oscillatory 

component, and the control is designed in  stationary frame. 
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Fig. 10. Simulation results of converter operating with grid voltage asymmetry and harmonics - grid voltage ug, DC voltage udc, converter current i, virtual 

torque Tv, and pq power components. 

 

The new reference values of converter current components 

in  frame inew
*, inew

* are obtained by inverse 

transformation of modified dq components to  frame with 

the same angle that is used for transformation from  to dq 

frame (Fig. 11). 
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Fig. 11. The method of converter current balancing using adaptive band-stop 

filters reducing oscillatory terms of dq reference current components. 

D. Converter current limitation 

Typical current limitation methods use sequence 

decomposition. When the current limitation is based on 

reduction of the current vector length, the complication level 

of the structure is not very high (Fig. 2). However, simple 

limitation of current vector magnitude does not mean that 

phase currents reach their maximum rms values. Therefore 

more sophisticated methods (also based on sequence 

decomposition) are proposed. However, the complexity of 

these new methods permitting real phase current limitation is 

significant [16][20]. 

The proposed structure of phase current limitation (Fig. 12) 

does not require complicated calculation based on positive and 

negative sequences, but it bases on separate limitation of three 

phase signals of reference current, obtained from the 

progressive balancing structure from Fig. 11. In order to do 

that, first of all, the new reference signals inew
*, inew

* from 

Fig. 11 are transformed to abc frame to obtain separate signals 

of reference phase currents ianew
*, ibnew

*, icnew
* (Fig. 12). Next, 

separate PLL structures for each phase are used to find out 

normalized signals iaunit
*, ibunit

*, icunit
*, which multiplied by 

assumed current limit |i|limit give the sinusoidal waveforms of 

maximum current ialimit
*, iblimit

*, iclimit
* in each phase. It has to 

be noted that sinusoidal signals of phase current limitation are 

always synchronized with new reference signals ianew
*, ibnew

*, 

icnew
* obtained from the progressive current balancing blocks, 

independently of the reference current symmetry or 

asymmetry. The absolute values of new references ianew
*, ibnew

*, 

icnew
* obtained from balancing block are compared with 

absolute values of the limitation signals ia
limit, ib

limit, ic
limit in 

each phase separately in order to indicate whether the phase 

current exceeds the limit or not. 

The error is integrated to change the damping factor x (in 

the range from zero to one) in each phase respectively. Finally 

the highest value among the phase damping factors is chosen 

to modify damping factor  of band-pass filters from Fig. 11. 

The damping factor different from zero means current 

limitation exceeding in respective phase. Finally referenced 

abc currents can be chosen from ianew
*, ibnew

*, icnew
* and ia

limit, 

ib
limit, ic

limit for each phase separately depending on the 

reference current exceeding limits or not. However, in order to 

avoid unwanted switching between respective signals in 

transients and to avoid hysteresis structure used for switching 

between respective signals, the final references ianew2
*, ibnew2

*, 

icnew2
* are calculated based on both reference phase current 

ixnew
* and current limitation ix

limit according to (13).  

  *

xnewx

limit

xx

*

xnew2 iξ1iξi   (13) 
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Fig. 12. The proposed method of converter current limitation in both assumed targets and during intermediary states without signals decomposition. 

 

E. Synchronization at low reference current 

Some problem in the proposed method of phase current 

limitation may occur when the converter operates under no-

load conditions. Then, originally calculated reference currents 

ia
*, ib

*
, ic

* are close to zero (only losses are covered). Further, 

the reference current signals are not modified by current 

balancing block due to the current much below the limit, and 

such low signals cannot be used by PLL structures for 

synchronization of current limitation signals with reference 

ones. As the system is developed for active rectifier, and it is 

assumed that reference q* component of power equals zero, 

the reference unbalanced current (main target) is synchronized 

with the grid voltage. 

Thus, below some arbitrarily set torque level (here when 

reference torque obtained from DC link voltage PI controller 

is less than 10% of maximum virtual torque) the input signals 

for PLL blocks are the signals of the phase voltage instead of 

reference current. This way, the current limitation signals are 

still sinusoidal and they are ready to be compared with the 

reference current even in case of step loading and rapid 

increase of the reference phase current. It prevents of losing 

the proper phase by current limitation signal and shortens 

seeking of these signals proper phase after step loading 

causing excess of the phase current limit. 

During negative current flow in case of transient under-

voltage in DC link caused by step unloading, the phase of 

current limit signals ia
limit, ib

limit, ic
limit are changed to counter-

phase by consideration of virtual torque sign at |i|limit value. 

This is done to avoid resynchronization of current limit signals 

to opposite sine wave during short time of inverter operation 

at DC overvoltage after step unloading. The described manner 

does not change anything in operation of overcurrent detection 

method, as it is made by comparison of absolute values of 

actual current and calculated limitation signal in each phase 

respectively. 

The introduced selection of the input variable for 

synchronization block depending on the reference virtual 

torque level can be made only for reference q component 

equal zero, as it is assumed typically for active rectifiers. For 

other converters (grid inverters in generating systems and 

active filters) the reference current may have other phase than 

the grid voltage under non-zero q power. However, for these 

other cases, not only synchronization part, but the whole 

control structure should be changed. However, it is out of the 

paper scope and will be developed in future. 
 

IV. LABORATORY AND SIMULATION RESULTS 

A. Laboratory test bench and overall control system 

The parameters of active power rectifier are presented in the 

Table 1. The converter is connected to the transformer giving 

nominally 3x230V line-to-line rms symmetrical voltage. 

Assumed 15A of phase current amplitude determines the 

maximum power equal to 4.25kW (at rated grid voltage). The 

block diagram of proposed control system verified in the 

laboratory tests is presented in Fig. 13. It includes the blocks 

such as virtual torque based control, grid voltage and flux 

vectors components calculation, current balancing, phase 

current limitation, and current control based on proportional-

resonant terms. 

TABLE I 

PARAMETERS OF ACTIVE RECTIFIER USED IN LABORATORY UNIT 

Symb

ol 
PARAMETER Values 

Pn Rated power 4.25kW 

Ugn Nominal grid voltage (L-L rms) 230V 

Ign Rated current amplitude 15A 

L Grid filter inductance 1.2mH 

RL Inductor resistance 40m 

LT Transformer leakage inductance 2.3mH 

Cdc DC link capacitance 1mF 

Udc Reference DC voltage 350V 

fs Switching frequency 4kHz 
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Fig. 13. The proposed control method with main parts - virtual torque control, 

grid voltage and flux vector components calculation, current progressive 

balancing, true phase current limitation, and resonant controllers based current 

vector components control in the stationary frame. 

B. Steady states 

Fig. 14 presents simulation (Fig. 14a) and laboratory 

(Fig. 14b) tests results of active rectifier operated at 

unbalanced power grid, when the load power equals 1.4kW, 

that is around half of the power possible to be supplied under 

this voltage asymmetry (2.8kW at asymmetrical current with 

asymmetry accorded to the grid voltage asymmetry, and 

3.1kW at symmetrical current). Converter current asymmetry 

in these tests (Fig. 14) is in accordance to the voltage 

asymmetry, what causes fixed virtual torque Tv (4Nm) and q 

(0kVA) component of instantaneous power, as well as 

significant oscillations of p 

 

component of power with 1.4kW of average value. Fig. 15 

presents three phase converter current at the same grid voltage 

conditions registered by another four channel recorder 

equipped with FFT function (Fig. 15b) and from simulation 

(Fig. 15a), when the current reaches maximum value 15A in 

one phase. It can be seen in both simulation and experimental 

tests that main current distortion is caused by 4kHz switching 

frequency component, while other harmonics occurred in 

experiment are negligible (less than harmonics caused by 

switching). Besides the grid voltage imbalance, it can be seen 

some content of higher harmonics, with total THD factor 3% 

(with consideration of switching frequency harmonics) and 

0.7% (without switching frequency harmonics, which can be 

removed by the use of LCL filter instead of single inductor 

used in the experiment). The influence of grid voltage 

harmonics on the converter current is insignificant in the 

proposed control of converter current. 

Fig. 16 presents the case of symmetrical sinusoidal 

converter current during current limitation. Current amplitude 

reaches the limited value set to 15A what corresponds to 9Nm 

of average virtual torque and 3.1kW of average value of p 

component of instantaneous power. For this case, the load has 

been chosen slightly higher than the one for which a reference 

350V of DC link voltage can be achieved. This is to show that 

the current limitation in all phases works correctly as the final 

stage of progressive balancing. 

Symmetrical current is the case of maximum average value 

of p component of power (definition of active power) limiting 

the energy transfer to the DC link. However, even there the 

DC voltage drops, when transferred power is lower than the 

power required by DC load at reference DC voltage. Further 

increase of the DC load power (decrease of load resistance) 

will cause larger DC voltage drop and may need switching off 

of the power converter and its disconnection from the grid to 

avoid uncontrolled current flow. 
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Fig. 14. Oscillograms presenting the case of constant virtual torque and reactive power target, a) simulation, b) experiment - grid voltage ug (250V/div), DC 

voltage udc (50V/div), converter current i (10A/div), virtual torque Tv (10Nm/div), and pq power components (4kW/div). 
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Fig. 15. Oscillograms presenting FFT spectrum of converter current at fixed 

virtual torque and reactive power target in a) simulation, and b) experiment - 

(100mA/div for FFT, and 10A/div for current waveforms). 
 

It has to be noted that stable operation was possible with 

lower DC voltage due to the constant resistance load 

consuming less energy at lower voltage. In the case of 

constant power load type, the DC voltage will successively 

drop and at some level the system must be switched off due to 

the uncontrolled converter current below some DC voltage 

level. But in some systems (e.g. pumps or fans driven by 

power converter drives) we can decrease the consumed power 

by reduction of speed, which implicates reduction of 

pressure/flow and consequently reduction of consumed power. 

However, the load management in this case is quite trivial 

and is limited to the reduction of the machine electromagnetic 

torque, depending on the DC voltage drop. Operation with 

current limitation in all phases causes that reference DC link 

voltage cannot be reached, and in this particular case, the DC 

voltage drops to 330V (average value). Symmetrical current 

target causes oscillations of all three variables – virtual torque, 

and pq instantaneous power components. In both cases (from 

Fig. 14 and 16) the DC voltage has visible 100Hz oscillations, 

due to oscillatory character of p component of instantaneous 

power. This is why unbalanced grid operation compliance 

with the proposed symmetrical current target as a final state of 

current progressive balancing may require larger DC link 

capacitance than under operation with balanced grid to reduce 

the voltage oscillations if needed by the supplied load. 

Fig. 17 presents the case of over-current protection realized 

as limitation of the instantaneous length of current vector 

creating originally elliptical hodograph, which exceeds the 

circular hodograph representing maximum balanced current. It 

is visible that this method introduces high content of higher 

harmonics in all phase currents and it is not adequate for 

application. Increasing the load power, the current hodograph 

will be more circular and the phase currents become less 

distorted. Second method compared with proposal is presented 

in Fig. 18. The elliptical hodograph exceeding the hexagon is 

cut by the hexagon lines. This makes limitation of the 

instantaneous value of the phase current. The current with 

higher amplitude is naturally saturated first, while the other 

phase currents will be increased by the DC voltage controller. 

Finally, the phase currents will be symmetrical, but trapezoid. 

Thus, it is a variant of the method with progressive balancing 

with non-sinusoidal phase current. 

The last case tested is a basic part of control without 

progressive balancing and without current limitation (removed 

two blocks from Fig. 13). Due to the lack of current limitation, 

the DC link voltage can be kept at reference value. However, 

some phase currents may exceed their maximum rms values 

(Fig. 19). There is also possible a variant of progressive 

balancing without current limitation. It will cause initially 

progressive balancing of phase current up to full symmetry, 

and further equable increase of all phase currents over the 

limit when the current demanded by DC voltage regulator will 

increase to keep the DC voltage at reference value. 
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Fig. 16. Oscillograms presenting the case of limited balanced current, a) simulation, b) experiment - grid voltage ug (250V/div), DC voltage udc (50V/div), 

converter current i (10A/div), virtual torque Tv (10Nm/div), and pq power components (4kW/div). 
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Fig. 17. Oscillograms presenting the case of current vector instantaneous length limitation, a) simulation, b) experiment - grid voltage ug (250V/div), DC voltage 

udc (50V/div), converter current i (10A/div), virtual torque Tv (10Nm/div), and pq power components (4kW/div). 
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Fig. 18. Oscillograms presenting the case of limitation of phase current instantaneous value, a) simulation, b) experiment - grid voltage ug (250V/div), DC 

voltage udc (50V/div), converter current i (10A/div), virtual torque Tv (10Nm/div), and pq power components (4kW/div). 
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Fig. 19. Oscillograms presenting the case of no progressive balancing and without current limitation, a) simulation, b) experiment - grid voltage ug (250V/div), 

DC voltage udc (50V/div), converter current i (10A/div), virtual torque Tv (10Nm/div), and pq power components (4kW/div). 
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C. Transient states caused by step loading and unloading 

Fig. 20 presents transient state caused by step loading 

(3.1kW) during which, it is required maximal current in all 

three phases. It can be seen, that after load step change, the 

DC link voltage cannot reach reference value. Further increase 

the load power will deepen DC voltage drop and it will be 

required to switch off the system and to disconnect it from 

power grid. However, the system response is fast and initially 

(during first two periods after step loading) converter current 

is being successively balanced. Fig. 21 shows transient caused 

by step loading (more less half of load possible to be supplied 

at assumed grid voltage imbalance - 1.4kW), for which the 

target of fixed virtual torque and q component of 

instantaneous power is possible. Next, additional step loading 

(3.1kW of total power) requires symmetrical converter current 

at limited level in all phases. The current changes fast from 

unbalanced to balanced. 

Fig. 22 presents transient caused by step unloading from the 

load power 3.1kW (requiring full current in all three phases), 

to zero. It can be seen that the DC link voltage reaches 

reference value after short overregulation due to unloading. 

Instantly, the reference virtual torque is negative to allow DC 

link energy surplus return to the grid. Fig. 23 presents 

transient caused by step partial unloading (from full power 

3.1kW to 1.4kW), and next, additional step unloading from 

1.4kW to zero. The current changes fast from balanced to 

unbalanced. Progressive balancing of converter current is 

shown in Fig. 24, presenting simulation tests at the same 

voltage asymmetry as in previous simulations and 

experiments. The variable load has been simulated as a DC 

connected controlled current source with the current value 

changed from zero to 10A. This is another type of load than in 

previous tests, because the load power changes proportionally 

to the DC voltage, whereas in the case of constant resistance 

the power changes with the square of voltage. However, it 

does not change the converter behavior in terms of current 

limitation and progressive balancing in the case in which the 

load power at reference DC voltage exceeds the value of 

maximum power at given grid voltage asymmetry. 
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Fig. 20. Oscillograms presenting the transient after full loading (3.1kW), a) simulation, b) experiment - grid voltage ug (250V/div), DC voltage udc (50V/div), 

converter current i (10A/div), virtual torque Tv (10Nm/div), and pq power components (4kW/div). 
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Fig. 21.Oscillograms presenting the transient after step partial loading (1.4kW) and full loading (3.1kW), a) simulation, b) experiment - grid voltage ug 

(250V/div), DC voltage udc (50V/div), converter current i (10A/div), virtual torque Tv (10Nm/div), and pq power components (4kW/div). 
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Fig. 22. Oscillograms presenting the transient after step unloading from 3.1kW to zero, a) simulation, b) experiment - grid voltage ug (250V/div), DC voltage udc 

(50V/div), converter current i (10A/div), virtual torque Tv (10Nm/div), and pq power components (4kW/div). 
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Fig. 23. Oscillograms presenting the transient after unloading from 3.1kW to 1.4kW, and from 1.4kW to zero, a) simulation, b) experiment - grid voltage ug 

(250V/div), DC voltage udc (50V/div), converter current i (10A/div), virtual torque Tv (10Nm/div), and pq power components (4kW/div). 
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Fig. 24. Oscillograms presenting the transient of progressive current balancing during load current increase from zero to maximum - grid voltage ug, DC voltage 

udc, converter current i, virtual torque Tv, and pq power components. 
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D. Transient states caused by asymmetrical voltage sag 

Due to the inability to generate grid voltage sag in a 

laboratory unit, they have been done simulation tests only. 

Fig. 25 presents the operation during two phase grid voltage 

sag in the time period from 0.2s to 0.4s. Despite the grid 

voltage harmonics, converter current is sinusoidal. The 

required power is lower than nominal one and converter 

current is lower than its limit under symmetrical grid voltage 

conditions. DC voltage and all variables, such as virtual torque 

Tv, and pq power components, are constant. After the voltage 

sag the converter current reaches imbalance in accordance to 

grid voltage imbalance to achieve unity power factor in each 

phase. For such a condition, the DC voltage oscillations are 

produced, but the average value is obtained on the reference 

level. Except short transients the electromagnetic torque is 

almost free of oscillations, similarly to the q component of 

instantaneous power. Expected oscillations of p component of 

instantaneous power occur, but its average value (active 

power) is maintained on the same level as before and after grid 

voltage sag. It means the energy consumption does not change 

as the load power is constant. Faster response is possible, but 

it requires to resign of the low-pass filter making possible 

filtration of oscillations in a measured DC voltage. However, 

the system is sensitive to grid voltage harmonics. Registration 

of waveforms with higher content of grid voltage harmonics 

was impossible in the laboratory unit, but the simulation 

results shown in Fig. 25 with high amount of grid voltage 

harmonics proves that sinusoidal current can be obtained for 

higher THD factors too. 
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Fig. 25. Oscillograms presenting the transient of distorted grid voltage asymmetrical sag - grid voltage ug, DC voltage udc, converter current i, virtual torque Tv, 

and pq power components. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

The proposed control method of three-phase active rectifier 

bases on the virtual torque of power network treated as virtual 

machine. The proposed control allows progressive change of 

targets from unbalanced converter current (fixed virtual torque 

and q component of reactive power) to symmetrical current 

necessary when supplied load power demands high power. 

The phase current limitation method works for both targets 

and in intermediary states. Current limitation is obtained 

through determination of unity signals in phase with reference 

phase currents by single phase PLL structures. The system is 

protected against the problems with synchronization with 

reference current for low reference current values. All 

simulation tests and experiments confirm that the control 

system has good dynamic properties, whereas the calculation 

procedure of reference current is simpler than usually used 

methods based on sequence decomposition. Progressive 

change of converter current asymmetry is obtained by 

filtration of dq current vector components oscillations by 

adaptive band-stop filter. The method is dedicated for active 

rectifier, for which the reference signal of instantaneous power 

q component equals zero. The proposed current limitation 

method giving sinusoidal phase current in the limitation region 

has been compared with the methods typical for balanced 

current targets, giving non-sinusoidal phase current in the 

limitation region when unbalanced current is referenced. The 

future work will be concentrated on extension of the proposed 

method to inverter operation mode for power generating 

systems feeding the energy to the unbalanced grid, which is 

important issue for renewable energy sources. 
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